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Notes from Liberty

By Allan Beegle
LCS Chief Numismatist
December sales dipped slightly from the
previous month to be our lowest sales
month of the year. December’s decline is
typical as investors tend to wind down
such activities to devote more time to the
holidays. Consequently, the sales drop last
month was due to reduced trading in bullion-priced precious metals products. Our
numismatic and other sales, though smaller in dollar volume compared to bullion,
continued to be strong.
All but one of last month’s offer of
Large Size US Paper Money quickly sold.
The offerings of the Gem Mint State-65
$20.00 Saint Gaudens and the Very
Choice Mint State-64 1900 $20.00 Liberties were also fast sellouts. (If you purchased either of these gold coins, give
yourself a pat on the back; prices are significantly higher today!) Almost everything else featured last month sold out as
well.
Last week, LCS Communications Officer Pat Heller went with me to “walk the
floor” at the huge Florida United Numismatists (FUN) show in Tampa. Even
though it seemed like we didn’t take much
inventory, our sales were surprisingly
high. While we were not able to pick up
any sizeable bargain groups, we did find a
number of nice small-lot or one-of-a-kind
treasures.
But, perhaps our most exciting purchases
were made in our store. From a collector,
we purchased the largest group of Less
Common Choice Mint State-63 $10.00
Liberties—At the Common Date Price
that we have handled in a long time. With
the continuing gradual recovery in prices
of Pre-1934 US Gold Coins, the time to
buy is now.
Also, from a dealer friend, we purchased
an extraordinarily beautiful 7-coin group
of 1873 Open 3 Type 2 $20.00 Liberties.
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Macedonian king Alexander III (The Great).
Alexander’s successor in this part of the
world, Seleucus I Nicator, named the capital
Apameia after his wife, which is the city
where this coin was struck.
When slaves were freed in that country,
they wore a conical cap to signify their
emancipation. This Phrygian Cap appears
on some US Half Cents and Cents in the
1790s and on the Seated Liberty coinage
ing interesting text, “This Note is a LEGAL (Half Dimes, Dimes, Twenty Cents, QuarTENDER at its face value for all Debts, Pub- ters, Half Dollars, and Dollars) that were
lic and Private, except Duties on Imports and struck from the mid– to late-1800s.
INTEREST ON THE PUBLIC DEBT.
This NGC-certified Choice Extremely Fine
Counterfeiting or Altering this Note or pass- (strike 5/5 and surface 4/5) large silver coin
ing any counterfeit or alteration of it or hav- features a snake entering a Cista Mystica in
ing in possession any false or counterfeit
the center of the front. The Cista Mystica is
plate or impression of it, or any paper made
a basket that housed sacred snakes used in
in imitation of the paper on which it is printed initiation ceremonies for the cult of Bacchus
is Felony, and is punishable by $5,000 fine,
(Dionysus). It is surrounded by a wreath.
or 15 years Imprisonment at Hard Labor or
The reverse depicts a bow case around which
both.”
two snakes are intertwined. Altogether,
Fr-232 $1.00 Silver Certificate, Series of there is lots of history, including influences
1899, Gem Uncirculated-65 Exceptional
on America, represented by this beauty.
Paper Quality—$750. This note is nickOnly $395 for this beauty
named the Black Eagle for the standing eagle
A Few More Canada 2015 1-1/2
in the center of the front with its wings spread Ounce Silver Polar Bears: Last
wide. Small vignettes of Presidents Lincoln September, we offered a moderate group
and Grant are at the bottom. The text on the
reverse is much shorter than for the previous of Mint State $8.00 Canada 2015 Silver
Polar Bears. The design features a
note, “This certificate is receivable for customs, taxes and all public dues, and when so mother Polar Bear and her Cub standing
on an Arctic landscape. They sold out
received may be reissued.”
almost instantly and we had to turn away
Fr-598 $5.00 National Currency, Series
of 1902 Plain Back, Charter 2890 The Old a number of would-be purchasers.
National Bank of Grand Rapids, Michigan, Good News! As I was finishing this,
About Uncirculated-53 Exceptional Paper we just purchased a few more 15-coin
Quality—$450. The bank’s name dominates rolls of them in our store. If you missed
the center of the obverse design. There is a
out before, you can still pick them up for
portrait of assassinated President Benjamin
the same LCS money-saving price:
Harrison to the left. The reverse feature the
1-9 Coins at $36.75 each
artwork of “Landing Of The Pilgrims,” under
10-14 Coins at $35.75 each
which it states, “This note is receivable at par
15 Coins at $34.75 each
in all parts of the United States in payment of
all taxes and excises and all other dues to the
Limit one 15-coin roll per customer.
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We literally got them back from PCGS yesterday. The pieces are conservatively graded
from Mint State-61 to Mint State-62+. Type
2 $20.00 Liberties of this quality are many
times rarer than the later Type 3 variety, yet
the relative price difference makes these
older coins almost irresistible.
We also offer some One-Of-A-Kind Bargain US Rarities that we brought back from
Tampa. If you are looking for low-mintage
issues, you will find them here.
Among all these offers combined, there are
fewer than thirty coins available. That just
about guarantees quick sellouts across the
board. I recommend that you quickly call
our Trading Desk toll-free at 800-527-2375
to check on availability and confirm your
order.
Here are some other treasures we brought
back from FUN or picked up in our store:

More Large Size US Paper Money: We have received additional beautiful

“horse blankets” from Paper Money Guaranty (PMG), the currency grading affiliate of
NGC. Be sure to check our website at
www.libertycoinservice.com and click on
“Current Issue” under “Newsletter” to examine photographs of these stunning pieces of
history:
Fr-60 $2.00 Legal Tender Note, Series of
1917, Gem Uncirculated-65 Exceptional
Paper Quality—$700. This note features a
central vignette of the US Capitol on the
front with a large portrait of Thomas Jefferson on the back. The reverse has the follow-

Spot
Spot
Prices
Prices

Less Common
Choice MS-63 $10
Liberties—At The
Common-Date
Price!
We love Choice Mint State-63
$10.00 Liberties! At the last major rare coin market
peak in mid-1989, these coins would have cost you
$3,800 apiece. Today you can purchase them for a
discount of more than 75% from then, even though the
spot price of gold has since more than tripled!
There is even more to like about MS-63 $10.00
Liberties. They are less common than today’s relative
prices would lead you to expect. For instance, over the
past 32 years, the Professional Coin Grading Service
(PCGS) and Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC)
have certified more than 1.6 million MS-63 and higher
quality $20,00 St Gaudens, but only about 112,600 of
the $10.00 Liberties in the same grade range. That
makes nice $10.00 Liberties more than 14 times rarer.
In high quality $10.00 Liberties, the 1901-S is the
most common date. However, there are several other
dates that are less common that you can buy at the
same price—if you can find them!
In mid-December a customer sold us the largest group
of Choice MS-63 $10.00 Liberties that we have
purchased from a retail customer in decades. Every
specimen had been certified by either PCGS or NGC.
These coins had been purchased from another dealer.
Unfortunately, several specimens were not of nice
enough quality to offer to our retail customers. After
removing those coins, we noticed that all but one
specimen were of seven dates other than the 1901-S.
Even the most “common” of these dates other than
the 1901-S have significantly lower PCGS and NGC
MS-63+ populations. In fact, three dates in this group
have high-grade populations at least 84% lower than
the 1901-S.
Because we were able to purchase these at the “bid”
side of the market, we can offer these coins—while
they last—at just $829 apiece. That’s only about 30%
above gold value!
Our total quantity is limited, so we must put a strict
limit of four coins per customer. Each coin you order
will be a different date. If you purchase four coins, one
will be either the 1881, 1897, or 1900 date—the coins
with the lowest populations.
At this money saving price, we expect these less
common Choice Mint State-63 $10.00 Liberties to sell
out quickly. Call our Trading Desk Today! Reach
us toll-free at 800-527-2375 to confirm your order.
You may use your Visa, Mastercard, or Discover
charge cards for purchases shipped to the card’s billing
address. As with all of our numismatic offers, your
satisfaction is guaranteed. You have 14 days upon your
receipt to return this coin for a full, immediate refund.

Awesome Mint State Beauties!

1873 Open 3
Type 2
$20.00 Liberties!

When you pay customers high prices
for their beautiful coins, the word gets
around. Then you purchase even more treasures.
Late last year, I was stunned when a dealer friend offered us seven gorgeous and mostly flashy specimens of
1873 Open 3 $20.00 Liberties, from the short-lived Type
2 design of $20.00 Liberties (the most noticeable differences between this type and the more common Type 3
issues are that it reads “TWENTY D.” at the bottom of the
reverse instead of “TWENTY DOLLARS” and Liberty’s hair
has less detail). When we offered more than the owner
thought he would receive, he sold them on the spot.
These coins are among the finest quality specimens we
have handled in Type 2 $20.00 Liberties over the past
quarter-century! We quickly sent them to the Professional Coin Grading Service (PCGS) for certification. When
they came back, two specimens graded Mint State-61,
two as Mint State-62, and three as Mint State-62+.
By mintages, Type 2 $20.00 Liberties are almost four
times rarer than the Type 3 issues. However, most Type
2s entered circulation. As a result, lovely Mint State
specimens are far scarcer than the latter Type 3s.
When you check the combined PCGS and NGC certified
population, Type 2 $20.00 Liberties in Mint State-61 and
nicer grades are more than 49 times rarer than Type 3s.
In MS-62 and higher quality, Type 2s are more than 112
times scarcer! When you consider only MS-62+ and loftier grades, the Type 2s are almost 500 times rarer than
the latter coins!
In our judgment, these coins are conservatively graded—the exact quality we want our valued customers to
have the chance to own. They blow away almost any other specimens of the same grade you might ever examine.
PCGS Retail catalogs these coins at $2,000 in MS-61,
$2,750 in MS-62, and $3,500 in MS-62+. Coin Values
lists MS-60 coins for $2,000 and at $3,350 in MS-62.
The Money-Saving Bargain Price! While they last, you
can pick up one or more of these flashy treasures for:

Mint State-61 at $1,850 each
Mint State-62 at $2,450 each
Mint State-62+ at $2,995 each

To check on availability and to confirm your order,
Call our Trading Desk at 800-527-2375.
For fastest shipment, you may use your Visa, Mastercard, or Discover charge cards for purchases shipped to
the card’s billing address. As we guarantee with all of our
numismatic offers, you must be satisfied with your purchase. You have 14 days upon your receipt to return any
of these coins for a full refund.
—Allan Beegle, LCS Chief Numismatist
—Patrick A. Heller, LCS Communications Officer

One-Of-A-Kind
Bargain US Rarities!
by Allan Beegle, LCS Chief Numismatist, and Patrick A. Heller, LCS
Communications Officer

Last week, we scurried around the floor of the huge Florida United Numismatists (FUN) show in Tampa. As usual,
we were looking for attractive rarities as bargain prices.
Ideally, we would love to find a group of the same item, so
that several of our valued customers could have the opportunity to own an example. But, we also kept our eyes out
for the exceptional one-of-a-kind rarities at attractive prices.
While we didn’t come up with any attractive lots, we certainly did come up with a handful of individual US coins at
prices hard to resist
Every coin listed here has been independently graded by
either the Professional Coin Grading Service (PCGS) or
Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) as well as meeting our strict quality requirements.
The pieces listed here are among the finest we have ever
owned of the issues. The Proof 1873 Arrows Seated Liberty
Half Dollar may be the finest we have ever handled, with
some chance that it might be the only one we have stocked
in our 47 years in business!
If past experience is any guide, we could easily sell multiple specimens if only it were possible to obtain them. So,
with so few coins in stock there is no order blank. Please
call to confirm availability and lock in your purchase.
Review the listed coins, then phone us today at our
Trading Desk, toll-free, at 800-527-2375. For fastest shipment, you can use your Visa, Mastercard, or Discover
charge cards to have your purchase shipped to the credit
card billing address.
As with all of our numismatic items, your satisfaction is
guaranteed. You have 14 days upon your receipt to return
these coins for a full, prompt, no-questions refund.

1873 Arrows
Seated Liberty Half
Dollar, Choice
Proof-63 Cameo, PCGS—$2,450. When the weight of US
half dollars was increased from 12.44 grams to 12.50 grams
in mid-1873, the US Mint added arrows underneath the date
to distinguish these coins from earlier issues of that year.
The arrows were only used on the design in 1873 and 1874.
The US Mint struck 550 Proof specimens in 1873 and
(depending on which research you check) only 700 or 750
Proofs in 1874. The combined mintage of 1,250 or 1,300
makes these coins about the scarcest type of Proof Silver
Half Dollars in US Mint history!
During production, the earliest Proofs struck in the era had
the greatest contrast of “white” design devices and the mirror-like fields. As more coins were struck, this contrast diminished. The coins with the most striking contrast are described as Deep Cameo (PCGS) or Ultra Cameo (NGC).
Coins with less striking contrast are denoted as Cameo.
Most pieces do not quality for the Cameo or Deep Cameo
description.
For example, PCGS and NGC combined have certified
189 of the 1873 Arrows Seated Halves in non-cameo Proof63 or higher grades, a paltry 54 specimens in Proof-63 Cameo or better, and an almost non-existent two pieces as Deep
or Ultra Cameos.
This specimen may be the finest quality of the date we
have ever handled. The coin is almost fully flashy white
with light toning at the bottom of the obverse. It’s sure to
please even the fussiest collector.
You have to go back almost two years for the last time a
Proof-63 Cameo example appeared in a major auction,
where it sold for $2,468. PCGS Retail lists this coin for
$2,800.

Superb Gem Mint State-66 Lower Mintage Classic US Silver Commemorative Half Dollars
Coin
1936 Daniel Boone*
1934 Maryland
1936 Oregon Trail*
1936 Texas*
1948-D Booker Washington*
1951-S Booker Washington*
1951-S Carver-Washington*

PCGS/NGC June 1989
Mintage MS-66+ Population Retail
12,012
806
$1,875
25,015
1,356
$6,370
10,006
1,574
$2,325
8,911
1,589
$1,995
8,005
673
$540
7,004
963
$770
10,000
488
$685

PCGS
Retail
$285
$275
$275
$275
$165
$150
$200

Coin
Values LCS Price
$250
$229
$325
$259
$325
$249
$275
$249
$200
$170
$150
$139
$200
$169

*Note: All coins listed other than the 1934 Maryland have other dates and mint marks of the same design struck by the
US Mint. In some instances, mintages of other dates in the series are much higher than these specific coins. Collectors
of a type set of Classic US Silver Commemoratives would only need a single piece from any of the dates. As a consequence, the 1934 Maryland coin is the scarcest design type among the coins on this list.
Photographs of these coins can be viewed at www.libertycoinservice.com by clicking on “Current Issue” at the right
side of the home page.

